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Expert Level (Scientific Service Achievement Award):

This award will be given to the speaker, who has made major long-term achievements or some extracurricular activities in the field of Traditional and Chinese Medicine. The eligibility criterion for this award is the speaker must have 20+ years’ experience in different conferences, events related to Traditional and Alternative Medicine. He/She must be a senior Professor, Doctor or any kind of senior industrial expert. Speaker must have published 20+ international papers in different journals. We can nominate this award by online after viewing the abstracts.

Professional Level (The Research Contribution Award)

This award for Professional level will be given to the speaker, who has made some outstanding research (experimental, theoretical and scholarly) or service contribution in the field of Traditional and Alternative Medicine. He/She must be dedicated to his/her research fields or profession. Speaker must have 10+ years’ experience in this field. Part-time research experience would be counted as pro-rata. It is calculated starting from the date when you obtained the (first) degree entitling you to embark on a doctorate (either in the country in which the degree was obtained or in the country in which the researcher is recruited), even if a doctorate was never started or envisaged. You can nominate deserving of the award through online. We can nominate this award by online by our scientific committee members.

Scholar Level (The Upcoming Researcher Award):

Traditional and Alternative Medicine 2020 conference offers Scholar Level Award for the Scientists, Researchers, Assistant Professor, Junior Research Group Leaders and Experts who having record of several years of independent academic work or 10+ year’s research experience in the field of Traditional and Alternative Medicine & it’s related fields. Our conference would like to provide best platform to expand your network by sharing your research knowledge at stage about the Traditional and Alternative Medicine aspects and future research ideas which will helpful for the faster growth. The Presentation includes 25-30 minutes of oral talk on the scientific research topics based on the theme.

Women Scientist (The Women of Science Award):

Traditional and Alternative Medicine conference provide a unique platform for Women Scientists for presenting their latest research projects with an in-depth analysis. Winners for women of science award will be the inspiring role models for future generations of women. We cordially invite women scholars and scientists from Universities/Industries to who have 10+ years of research experience in the field of Traditional and Alternative Medicine. We are happy to encourage our women scientist’s participants through research awards and provide assistance for women scholars in career development and research guidance through our collaborations. Women Scientist can nominate deserving of the award through online.

Outstanding speaker in Traditional and Alternative Medicine 2020:

This award is recognizing for individual who will present best Oral talk at the conference Venue. Speaker’s talk should be 25-30 minutes duration. The winner of this award will be selected by the Session chair and Co-Chair persons of the conference. Any oral talks related to the field of Traditional and Alternative Medicine is eligible for this award. They must have to prepare for the conference with good PPT/Videos. Speaker’s topic must be interesting and that should have best scope in future. Speakers need to submit their abstracts in the abstract submission page of the conference website.

Best Keynote Speaker in Traditional and Alternative Medicine 2020:

This award is recognizes for best Keynote speaker who will present their projects, strategies, and schemes that have been implemented to improve long-term excellence in Traditional and Alternative Medicine. Researchers can choose their topics from the Traditional and Alternative Medicine conference page. If you were confirmed as keynote presenter from the program manager, then you are eligible for this award. We welcome Scientists, Researchers, Assistant Professor, junior research group leaders and experts to define the excellence on the platform, from exemplifying ethical behaviour to selflessly devoting time to make conference memorable.

Best Poster Presentation in Traditional and Alternative Medicine 2020:

Student Poster Competition is organized at conference, to encourage students and recent graduates to present their original research in the field of Traditional and Alternative Medicine. All accepted abstracts will be presented at the poster sessions during the conference. Conference Series aims at setting a platform for all the budding scientists and researchers to present their real-time work and share their views and aspects related to the theme of the conference. Best poster presentation award is recognizes for the individual who’s presentation content provides appropriate perspective context for the subject, objectives / research topic clearly stated and designed well with proper methods, modelling and it will be decided by the Session Chairperson of Traditional and Alternative Medicine.